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Hans Fink*

Against Ethical Exceptionalism – Through
Critical Reflection on the History of Use of
the Terms ‘Ethics’ and ‘Morals’ in
Philosophy

https://doi.org/10.1515/sats-2020-2010

Abstract: In this paper, I aim to support contextual ethics as a broad and open
understanding of ethics and the ethical by commenting on the origin of the words
‘ethics’ and ‘ethical’ inGreekphilosophyandon theambiguitiesbuilt into themfrom
the beginning. I further list some complexities that arose when the Latinate words
‘morals’ and ‘moral’ began to be used in Roman, medieval andmodern philosophy,
sometimes as synonyms of and sometimes in contrast to ‘ethics’ and ‘ethical’.
Finally, I return to discuss the prospects of contextual ethics in the context of
developments in moral philosophy in the twentieth century, adding some prag-
matist arguments in its favour.

Keywords: Aristotle, contextual ethics, Dewey, ethics, etymology, morals, Plato,
von Wright

Contextual ethics is presented in the call for papers with reference to two themes:
first, new types of bottom-up approaches to ethical issues, where moral philos-
ophers seek to integrate insights from literature, history, anthropology, or other
types of empirical research into their work; and second, a newmetaethical stance
according to which ‘the ethical’ is inherently open and interwoven with
numerous aspects of human life in such a way that it cannot be exhaustively
captured theoretically. Both on the level of ethics asmoral philosophy and on the
level of ethics as ‘the ethical’ – that in human life which moral philosophy is
about – Contextual ethics is committed to a broader and less one-dimensional
approach than is often found within moral philosophy, especially in the analytic
tradition. I am not sure how new and distinctive this really is, but as a principled
Deweyan pragmatist withmoderate Marxist leanings, I can only sympathize, and
would be glad to contribute to a historically and socially well-informed approach
to ethics open to discussions between academic disciplines and between
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academics and non-academics. I would also like to help in challenging all those
unifying and ultimately simplistic theories of ethical goodness and ethical
obligation that threaten to turn academic ethics into amore or less refined form of
quasi-economics or quasi-law. Philosophical ethics does not have privileged
access to, let alone a monopoly on, the study of the ethical, and the ethical
does not constitute a well-delimited and homogeneous field of study ready
for scrutiny.

I shall try to support contextual ethics here by offering some reflections both on
the rise and development of ethics as an academic discipline and on the different
understandings of the ethical that this development has left us with. I think it is
important for moral philosophers to understand just how equivocal the terms
‘ethics’ and ‘ethical’ are. In a given context, it may be possible tomake it reasonably
clear what one means by them, but that conception might not be appropriate in
another context. The call for papers draws a useful distinction between ethics as an
academic discipline and ethics as the ethical – in other words, as the relatively
independent subjectmatter of that discipline.But thedistinction is not entirely clear,
since it takes some kind of philosophical abstraction to mark something off – an
ideal, a norm, a value, a behaviour, a problem, a theory, or whatever – as ethical
rather than non-ethical, and no one way of drawing the distinction can claim to be
the only, the true, or the best one. It is a further complication that the opposite of
ethical may sometimes be unethical rather than non-ethical. There is no context-
independent boundary separating what is ethical from what is not. It is an open
question, and even an open ethical question, what makes a question one of ethics.
And it doesnot helpmuch just to reserve ‘ethics’, asmanyphilosophers do, formoral
philosophy and let ‘morals’ replace ‘the ethical’ to refer to what the discipline is
about. There are also many different conceptions of morals, and they, too, have an
essential openness that resists definitive regimentation. I believe that moral phi-
losophers should understand, accept and even cherish this plurality and avoid
making the ethical appear more homogeneous than it is.

In what follows, I shall support these claims that I take to be in accordance
with contextual ethics by first commenting in somedetail on the origin of thewords
‘ethics’ and ‘ethical’ in Greek philosophy and on the ambiguities built into them
from the beginning. I shall then list some complexities that arosewhen the Latinate
words ‘morals’ and ‘moral’ began to be used in Roman, medieval and modern
philosophy, sometimes as synonyms of and sometimes in contrast to ‘ethics’ and
‘ethical’.1 I take this sketch of the history of the use of the terms to supply a useful

1 In the first two sections, I rely heavily on the handbooks Ritter, Gründer, and Gabriel (1970–2007),
Cassin (2014), Watkins (2000). I have written in Danish on similar issues in Fink (2012).
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background for returning to contextual ethics in order briefly to discuss someof the
developments in moral philosophy in the twentieth century that this movement
can be seen as reacting against, not least the once-dominant ideas of the autonomy
of ethics, the value-freedom of science and the unbridgeable gap between the two.
I shall finally add some further arguments against that orthodoxy based on the
work of G.H. von Wright and John Dewey, two philosophers who I believe deserve
more attention from moral philosophers than they have had for the last decades.

1 The Origin of ‘Ethics’ and ‘Ethical’ in Greek
Philosophy

The classical Greek language included the noun ‘ēthos’, the adjective ‘ēthikos’
(ethical) and the noun ‘ta ēthika’ (ethics and/or the ethical). The first belonged to
everyday language, whereas the other two were first introduced as technical terms
in philosophy by Aristotle. Homer used ‘ēthe’, the plural of ‘ēthos’, to mean places
where humans and animals habitually stay (Iliad 6.511). In Hesiod the singular
came to mean the customary character or whole way of being of an individual
person, especially with reference to noble characters (Theog. 67). The closely
related term ‘ethos’ (with a short e, an epsilon rather than an eta) was used to refer
to the habits or customs either of a person or of a community such as the polis.

Both ‘ēthos’ and ‘ethos’ derive from the adjective ‘ēiothos’ (being in the habit
of), which is derived from the Indo-European root *swedh, an extended form of
*s(w)e, a reflexive pronoun referring back to the subject of the sentence.2 *S(w)e
could also be used to refer back to the social group as an entity, meaning ‘we
ourselves’. The extended form *swedh thus meant something like ‘that which is
one’s own or our own’, referring particularly to characteristic customs or whole
ways of being.3

Although non-technical, the word ‘ēthos’ was already a somewhat abstract
term implying conscious reflection on oneself and others as participants in some
kind of community. It means something like a relatively stable and characteristic
pattern of attitudes and actions seen in the light of the standards of behaviour in
one’s community. The term is thus neither simply mental nor simply behavioural,

2 This is the root also of the English ‘self’, German ‘sich’ and ‘selbst’, and Danish ‘sig’ and ‘selv’.
3 This is also the root of the Greek ‘ēthnos’ (people), the Latin ‘suesco’ (I am in the habit of), the
German ‘Sitte’, and the Danish ‘sæd’. In German terms, a terminological development similar to
that instigated byAristotlewould thus be from thenoun ‘Sitte(n)’ to the adjective ‘sittlich’ and from
that to the nouns ‘das Sittliche’, ‘die Sittlichkeit’, and ‘die Sittenlehre’, or in Danish: ‘sæd(er)’,
‘sædelig’, ‘det sædelige’, ‘sædelighed’, and ‘sædelære’.
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neither simply individual nor simply collective and neither simply descriptive nor
simply evaluative or normative; but insofar as it is evaluative or normative, it
always implies goodor right rather than badorwrong. There are obvious sources of
ambiguity here; they cannot be eradicated without changing the subject, and they
are still with us.

Socrates and Plato used the words ‘ēthos’ and ‘ethos’, but the adjective ‘ēthi-
kos’ was first invented by Aristotle, and Hellenistic philosophers then went on to
use the noun ‘ēthika’ to mean ‘ethics’ in referring both to the ethical in human life
and to a special branch of knowledge or the content of certain books.

Before that, Plato had quite a lot to say about what ēthos and lack of ēthos
consisted in, andhowgood guardians should have a good character, ēthe, and also
good habits, ethe (Laws 968d). But hemanaged to say everything he thought about
justice in the individual and in the poliswithout using either the adjective ‘ēthikos’
or the noun ‘ta ēthika’. He did not single out the ethical as a separate area or
dimension in life, and he did not conceive of ethics as a separate discipline
amongst disciplines in philosophy; indeed, he did not even conceive of philosophy
as a special branch of knowledge. I take this to be an appropriate reminder for us
today that almost everything ethically important in the life of persons and com-
munities can be discussed without ever using the word ‘ethical’ or seeing it as the
subject matter of a specialized branch of knowledge. All novels have an ethical
content, but only bad novels make it explicit. Ethically speaking, we do not need
the words ‘ethical’ and ‘ethics’. They may even do harm if applied to serious
worries about what to do in problematic situations. They have a very limited use in
counselling or therapeutic practice. Somehow their level of abstraction invites
alienating forms of moralism – that is, taking the ethical too narrowly and too
rigidly and thereby, in a way, not taking it seriously enough. Contextual ethics
could be seen as an attempt to counter that from inside moral philosophy.

Aristotle was, as mentioned, the first to use the adjective ‘ēthikos’ (character-
like or pertaining to character). He made explicit use of the close etymological
relation between ‘ēthe’ and ‘ethe’, arguing that character is to be understood in
terms of socially developed habits (Nic.E. 1103 a 14–20). He used ‘ēthikos’ first of all
to distinguish between two types of virtue or excellence: excellence of thought and
excellence of character – the latter often translated as ‘moral virtue’, which is
potentially misleading in that it presupposes later understandings of morals. The
excellences of thought, the intellectual virtues, can be cultivated through theo-
retical training, whereas excellence of character is neither simply inborn nor
achievable through abstract learning. It involves developing the habit ofmastering
emotions like lust and fear, and thereby building a virtuous, strong and reliable
character. This form of virtue is character-like in that it is habitual, and it pertains
to character in that it is the special form of excellence bearing on the evaluation of
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character, where character is understood as that part of the soul which is not itself
rational but still obedient or disobedient to reason.

The distinction between the intellectual and the ethical virtues or excellences
is not, however, meant to be sharp, not least because the intellectual virtue
phronesis, practical wisdom, is necessary for striking the right balance between too
much and too little with regard to lust and fear, and striking that balance in each
given situation is what excellence of character consists in. The historically influ-
ential distinction between theoretical and practical philosophy can be traced back
to Aristotle’s work, but for him the distinction was applicable in some contexts yet
not in others. All theory involves forms of practice, and more or less rudimentary
forms of theoretical understanding are involved in every form of practice. Modern
pragmatists follow suit here.

Aristotle also talks about ēthikes theorias (ethical theories) (Anal. Post. 89b9),
which dealt with matters of character in general and, more specifically, with
matters of excellence of character in relation to human flourishing; he says that
Socrates was the first to discuss such questions (Met. 987b1). He also refers to his
own books on matters of ēthe as en tois ēthikois (Pol. 4, 1295a36). This can be
regarded as the point of departure for the later use of the nominalization ‘ēthika’ to
refer both to a branch of scholarship and to a particular philosophical book, and
also to those aspects of human life that are the subject matter of such work.
Followers of Aristotle collected and edited hismanuscripts and supplied themwith
titles like Ēthikon Nikomacheion and Megalon Ethikon, thereby suggesting that ta
ēthica covers not just questions of character quite narrowly construed but the
entire content of these works.

Aristotle’s own ethics, however, has a striking freshness precisely because it
does not take such a conception of the ethical for granted; it just explores various
possibilities of more systematic reflections on human affairs in general. He did not
see himself as contributing to some established branch of philosophy called
ēthika, although he did mark his agreements and disagreements with Plato on
issues that would come to be seen as central to ethics. His concern was to present a
reasoned account of human affairs in general, ta anthroppina philosophia (Nic.E
1181b15).

More or less independently of Aristotle, the Hellenistic schools (especially the
Stoics) began to organize all knowledge systematically under the three headings
logika, physika, and ēthika, where the two first were seen as belonging to theo-
retical philosophy and the last to practical philosophy. Sometimes ēthika was
regarded as constituting the whole of practical philosophy, but sometimes it was
seen as concerned specifically with the good and right in matters of individual
character, in contrast with oikonomia (good and right in matters of the household)
and politica (good and right in matters of the polis or the wider community).
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Diogenes Laertius (7.84) lists the following topics as belonging to ēthika: on im-
pulse, on good and bad things, on passions, on virtue, on the goal, on primary
value, on actions, on appropriate actions and on encouragements and discour-
agements of actions.

The Stoic organization of philosophy, or rather of knowledge, was to have
long-lasting effects on the academic system of disciplines, all the way down to
today’s highly elaborate system of specialized disciplines, each with their sub-
disciplines and specialized cross-disciplinary research groups, where scholars
debatewith each other inmore or less splendid isolation fromother disciplines and
from life outside the academy. Ethics had an important place in that system from
the beginning, but it now has to take its place as a minor sub-discipline of phi-
losophy, much more narrowly hedged in than it used to be. It seems to me that
contextual ethics is a reaction against this situation fromwithin that academic sub-
discipline itself.

2 TheDevelopment of ‘Morals’ and ‘Moral’ in Stoic
and Medieval Thinking

The Latin ethical vocabulary centres on the noun ‘mos’, the adjective ‘moralis’ and
the noun ‘moralia’. The first was part of everyday language, but the other two were
coined by Cicero, who used ‘philosophia moralis’ as a translation of ‘ēthika’ as
understood in the Stoic tradition (De fato 1). He derived ‘Moralis’ from the plural
‘mores’ of the noun ‘mos’, which in the singular referred to the habits and customs
either of individuals or of communities. In the plural it could mean an individual’s
habits as a whole, or character, or way of life.4 Like ‘ēthikos’, ‘moralis’ can thus
mean what pertains to character, so even although the Greek and Latin terms have
somewhat different roots and connotations, the translation was reasonably
adequate. Cicero also coined the substantive ‘moralia’, which came to mean the
ethical in the sense of matters pertaining to character; but in the Roman tradition,
this was more likely to be seen in terms of following revered tradition or general
law-like precepts than it had been amongst the Greeks. ‘Moralia’ also came to be
applied to texts written by philosophers and Christian theologians. The titles of
Aristotle’s Magna Moralia and Gregory the Great’s Moralia are examples of the
latter use. Ethics as a branch of philosophy was sometimes referred to asmoralia,

4 ‘Mos’ derives from the Indo-European root *mo-to, an extended form of *me, meaning some-
thing like ‘quality of mind’. It is also the root of the Englishword ‘mood’, the German ‘Mut’ and the
Danish ‘mod’.
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but more often either as philosophia moralis or as ethica, the latter introduced into
Latin by Seneca. The term ‘moralitas’, meaning integrity of character or having the
status of being moral, was added a little later.

The Latin M-words were thus formed deliberately as translations of the Greek
E-words. The ancient Greeks, obviously, had said all they needed to say using
E-words only. Most medieval philosophers and theologians similarly got along
with M-words only. But the import of ‘ethica’ created the possibility of using the
difference between E- and M-words to mark contrasts amongst the various senses
of the terms. Yet for Latin speakers, the E-words were rarer and more exotic, and
perhapsmore prestigious, than the M-words. ‘Ethica’ could be used to describe the
study of moralia, but not the other way around. Some theologians would use the
term ‘ethica’ to refer to the Pentateuch – the first five books of the Bible, containing
the divine law – as opposed to Psalms and Proverbs, which are less elevated
teachings and could be seen as forms of moralia.

Augustine retained the Stoic threefold division of knowledge but identified
physicawith knowledge of God as causa subsistendi, the cause and upholder of all
that exists, while logica was knowledge of God as the ratio intelligendi, or the
source of the intelligibility of all things, and ethica was knowledge of the ordo
vivendi, or the God-given order of personal and social life (De cive VIII, 4). Phi-
losophia moralis or ethica thus became the attempt to give a systematic account of
the divine laws of human affairs, integrated with biblical exegesis, to form a
subsidiary part of theologia, which was the highest faculty in the medieval uni-
versities. In the scholastic period, texts by Aristotle were translated into Latin and
began to be used as texts in the lower faculty of Artes Liberales, where ethica was
sometimes taught alongside rhetoric, history and grammar as a preparation for
philosophia moralis in the theological faculty. The Church was for centuries the
ultimate authority on questions of human character and conduct, which were seen
in a context where the highest good was salvation and the highest obligation was
to live according to God’s law as revealed in the Bible. The Summa Theologiae by
Thomas Aquinas remains a magnificent example of moral philosophy in this
tradition.

3 On ‘Ethics’ and ‘Morals’ in Early Modern
Philosophy, with a Few Examples

Both M-words and E-words were naturalized when philosophy began to be written
in modern European languages. The splintering of the Church into a number of
national and sectarian branches then opened the way, at first outside of
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universities, for forms of philosophical ethics relatively independent of theology.
But Latin remained the lingua franca of scholarship, and M-words seem to have
spread more easily outside the universities and the national churches than
E-words. The term ‘ethics’ was known but mainly reserved for academic moral
philosophy and seldom used for the ethical in life, which was referred to as
‘morals’ or ‘morality’, the latter derived from ‘moralitas’, implying a more definite
singularity than ‘morals’. Unlike most other European languages, English treats
the plural forms ‘ethics’ and ‘morals’ as if they are singular. The substantive ‘ethic’
is seldom used, and the substantive ‘the moral’ is most often used to mean ‘the
moral of a story’, in the sense of a lesson to be learned. ‘Morale’ (or, more rarely,
‘ethos’) is used, generally in a military context, to refer to degrees of confidence or
optimism.

Hobbes used ‘ethiques’ as the name of a special science concerned with the
consequences of the passions of men (Lev. I, 9). It would study equity, justice and
gratitude as qualities that promote peace, but in order for these qualities to count
as moral virtues, ‘there is need of the ordinances of Sovereign Power and Pun-
ishments’, so the treatment of morall vertues belongs not to ethiques but to Polit-
iques or civil philosophy (Lev. II, 26.4). ‘Ethiques’ is used here as a neutral academic
term comparable to John Stuart Mill’s ‘ethology’, or the science of the formation of
character (System, VIII 872–3). For Hobbes, what is nowadays called ‘normative
ethics’ would not belong to ethics at all, but to morals in a particular society and
with reference to a functioning legal system.

Hume’s A Treatise of Human Nature has the subtitle Being An Attempt to
Introduce the Experimental Method of Reasoning into Moral Subjects, and M-words
are used frequently, especially in Book III:OfMorals. I have found theword ‘ethics’
used just once in Book III, section II, where there is a mention of ‘that multitude of
precepts, which are contain’d in the compleatest systemof ethics’ – in otherwords,
where ‘ethics’ refers to some kind of scholastic system of rules, of which Hume of
course disapproved.

In the German philosophical tradition, the whole situation was different,
mainly because of the use of the native words ‘Sitte’ and ‘Sittlichkeit’ along with E-
and M-words.5 In the preface to his Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten (trans-
lated sometimes as Foundations and sometimes asGroundwork for theMetaphysics
of Morals), Kant endorses the Stoic division of knowledge into logic, physics and

5 In the French tradition, the situationwas different, because the semantic closeness between ‘les
moeurs’ and ‘la morale’ gave the M-words an anchor in ordinary language that was lacking in
English and German. The two terms were generally used to mark a contrast between, on the one
hand, themany different forms of themorals in different societies understood in descriptive terms,
and on the other, morality understood in normative terms as singular and universal.
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ethics, and adds what he takes to be the principle on which it is based. Logic is
knowledge of purely formal laws; physics and ethics are knowledge of the laws to
which material objects are subject, the difference being that physics is concerned
with the laws of nature; whereas ethics is concerned with laws of freedom – the
laws that human beings are subject to qua rational beings (387). Physics has both
an empirical and a purely rational part; the latter is called Metaphysik der Natur
and is to be known a priori. Ethics, too, has both an empirical and a rational part,
and the latter is calledMetaphysik der Sitten. Kant adds that in ethics, the empirical
part might be called specifically ‘praktische anthropologie’ (practical anthropol-
ogy) while the rational part ‘eigentlich Moral heissen könnte’ (‘might properly be
called morals’) (388). In these passages, ‘Ethik’ (ethics) is thus used as the name of
a branch of science or philosophy, whereas ‘die Sitten’ (the ethical) is the name of
that which this science is about, and ‘Moral’ (morals or morality) is the name of the
rational and purely a priori part of ethics. So both the E-word and the M-word are
academic, but here the M-word is more elevated than the E-word. Hypothetical
imperatives are either technical or pragmatic, but the categorical imperative itself
is moralisch (moral) (417). The standard translation is Metaphysics of Morals, but
‘Metaphysics of the Ethical’ might be more accurate.

In The Philosophy of Right, Hegel does not use the E-words but insists on a
distinction between Moralität (understood at once abstractly and as matters of
personal conscience, as in Kant’s ethics) and Sittlichkeit (normally translated as
‘ethical life’). In his own notes to §151 he refers to ‘ethos’ and ‘ethikos’ in Greek in
order to explain ‘Sitte’ and ‘das Sittliche’. For him, das Sittliche and die Sittlichkeit
are taken to be the concrete actualization of abstract right and abstract morality in
a politically formed state. Here the Kantian ranking is, in a way, reversed: the
concrete and collective is regarded as higher than the merely abstract and
individual.

4 On ‘Ethics’ and ‘Morals’ in the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries

Henry Sidgwick, in his History of Ethics, observes that ‘the term “moral” is
commonly used as synonymous with “ethical”’, and he claims that he ‘shall so
use it in the following pages’ (Sidgwick 1886, 11). Yet he is not very consistent in
this. In English, as in other languages, the E-words remained generally more
academic, and more elevated and abstract, than the M-words. The history of
ethics belongs to the history of philosophy, while the history of morals belongs to
social history. In dictionaries the E-words are commonly explained in terms of
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M-words, not the other way around. We can talk about applied ethics but not
applied morals. A person’s ethics are his or her explicitly formulated views on
moral matters, whereas a person’s morals are his or her actual habits, perhaps
especially in sexualmatters. Spinoza’s ethics is the content of his book Ethica, his
morals his exemplary kindness and honesty.

A slightly different way of making the distinction is to see morals as providing
the reasons for particular actions, while ethics is concerned with the ultimate
reasons behind such reasons. Here ethics is regarded not as a body of theory but as
a set of ideals or rules taken to be absolute, universal and timeless, whereas moral
ideals and rules are relative to time and place in a specific culture. But different
people have different intuitions: P.F. Strawson (1974) saw ethics as a matter of
personal ideals and morals as a matter of social rules, whereas Zygmunt Bauman
(1993, 31–36) did exactly the opposite, presenting ethics as a matter of social rules
and morals as a matter of personal attitude.

In German, terms like ‘Sitte’ and ‘Sittlich’ have now come to sound rather old-
fashioned and are often replaced by E- or M-words both inside and outside phi-
losophy.6 In German philosophy, a terminology seems to have developed where
M-words are understood in Kantian terms and E-words in Aristoteliean/Hegelian
terms. Habermas, for example, in the lecture ‘On the Pragmatic, the Ethical, and
the Moral Employments of Practical Reason’ Habermas (2001), associates the
E-words with Aristotelian questions about achieving personal happiness in a
particular society, while he uses M-words for attempts to achieve mutually
acceptable solutions to conflicts that cross social or cultural boundaries. He thus
utilizes the difference between the two sets of words to mark distinctions between
the good and the just, between the individual and the collective (dialogically
understood) and between the traditional and the universal. For him, however, both
are important and should be accounted for in moral philosophy. He is a Kantian,
but for him it is the mark of good Kantians that they give Aristotelians, Hegelians
and Utilitarians their due.

Since the 1980s, the use of E-words has become much more widespread
both inside and outside the academic world. Peter Singer (1994) says:

‘Morality’ brings with it a particular, and sometimes inappropriate, resonance today. It
suggests a stern set of duties that require us to subordinate our natural desires – and our
sexual desires get particular emphasis here – in order to obey themoral law. A failure to fulfil
our duty brings with it a heavy sense of guilt. Very often, morality is assumed to have a
religious basis. These connotations of ‘morality’ are features of a particular conception of
ethics, one linked to the Jewish andChristian traditions, rather thanan inherent feature of any
ethical system.

6 The same applies to the Danish terms ‘sæd’ and ‘sædelig’.
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He thus tries to avoid the M-words as much as possible. The skepticism about
morality as a ‘peculiar institution’ centred on a notion of overriding obligation,
found in Williams (1985), is along a similar line.

At about the same time, developments in medical science and technology gave
rise to difficult new questions about artificial insemination, genetic screening, gene
therapy, genetic modification, brain death, organ transplantations, prolonged
treatment of the terminally ill and euthanasia. These issues called for legal regula-
tion, but they also gave rise to something called bioethics. (It could not have been
‘biomorals’.) It has also led to the employment of ethicists (it could not have been
‘moralists’) and the creation of a large number of ethical committees, commissions,
boards and councils for the regulation ofmedical research andpractice.A number of
programs of applied ethics sprang up within departments of philosophy, and many
professions formulated ethical codes, rules or guidelines for practitioners and
created quasi-legal institutions to administer them. Universities are now debarred
from applying for research unless they have explicit codes of ethics and procedures
for handling suspected breaches. Many commercial companies have also issued
declarations about ‘business ethics’, and I have seen it claimed that ‘ethics pays’.
E-words have thus become at least as common as M-words amongst journalists and
public figures, and indeed amongst ordinary citizens.

It should be obvious that there is little consistency in how E-words and
M-words are used and that the attempts by individual philosophers to make their
own usage clear have only added to the complexity. We may find this regrettable,
but we have little choice but to learn to live with it.

5 The Philosophical Background for the Rise of
Contextual Ethics

For most of its history, the academic discipline of ethics has been regarded as a
branch of philosophy or knowledge in general, concerned with what is good or
right in human life. During the nineteenth century, physics and other natural
sciences started to insist on their independence and stopped calling themselves
‘natural philosophy’, and at the turn of the twentieth century, psychology and
sociology followed suit. Philosophers eventually woke up to the fact that theywere
now confined to a narrow niche and tried to find ways of distancing themselves
from old-fashioned metaphysics. Neo-Kantianism seemed at first to offer a solu-
tion, but it was successfully challenged by analytical philosophy in Cambridge,
England, and byphenomenology inGöttingen, Germany. Both of thesemovements
gave logic a prominent place and made concerted efforts to avoid ‘psychologism’,
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making a strict distinction between the study of the content of thoughts and the
study of the process of thinking.

For ethics as a discipline, the sharp divide between philosophy on the one
hand and psychology and sociology on the other meant that empirical questions
about personal character and social justice were no longer regarded as properly
philosophical. Meanwhile, the empirical sciences of psychology and sociology
sought to shun all normative questions as unscientific. Within the analytic tradi-
tion, academic ethics came to concentrate almost entirely on what came to be
called metaethics – the study of the ontological and epistemological status of
ethical values and norms and the study of the logic and semantics of ethical terms.
Moral philosophy thus became almost exclusively second-order ethics, detached
from first-order normative questions about what is actually good and right, and
designed to uphold a strict distinction between facts and values even in the study
of values. One could say that ethics now ceased to be contextual.

In the first five chapters of Principia Ethica from 1903, G.E. Moore accused
Bentham, Mill and Spencer of committing a fallacy, a naturalistic fallacy, in
attempting to give natural, empirical definitions of the property ‘good’ as discussed
in ethics (Moore 1903). ForMoore, ‘good’was, on the one hand, like ‘yellow’ in that it
stood for auniqueandundefinable property, but on theother handunlike ‘yellow’ in
being non-natural and accessible through intuition rather than fallible empirical
experience. Throughout Principia Ethics he talks about ‘the science of ethics’, and in
the neglected sixth chapter of the book, he explains what it is in human life that
really has the quality of being good in itself.

His arguments against naturalists in ethics were, however, taken up and
sharpened in logical positivism, in existentialism, in Hare’s prescriptivism and in
other forms of non-cognitivism. Unlike Moore and the early phenomenologists,
who regardedmoral values and norms as somehowmore real and rational than the
merely empirical, they saw them as much less real and rational.7 For them, ‘good’
was not like ‘yellow’ at all, but rather a mere expression of personal feelings and
attitudes thatwere better expressed in optatives, imperatives, or prescriptions than
in statements that could be true or false. Facts and values had to be kept apart. An
‘ought’ could never be derived from an ‘is’. According to these broadly accepted
ideas of the autonomy of ethics and the value-freedom of science, the ethical
belongs outside the world of facts, or the world of facts, and even facts about
human beings, lie ‘outside ethics’ as Alice Crary has put it (Crary 2016, 10ff). It
became common wisdom to insist on a marked difference between science and
ethics, as if science itself was not already permeated by ethical issues concerning

7 I have discussed these two forms of attack on ethical naturalism in Fink (2006).
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honesty, integrity and courage, and as if ethical concern did not involve trying to
understand the facts of their situation in all their complexity.

A reaction against themetaethical orthodoxy began in the 1950s with thework
of Elisabeth Anscombe, Philippa Foot, Iris Murdoch, Mary Midgley and Mary
Warnock. In their different ways, they tried to release ethics from the straitjacket of
what they saw as an undue deference to the supposed fact–value gap. If contextual
ethics is about broadening the range of themes for ethics in the analytic tradition,
then I believe they deserve to be regarded as the pioneers.8 They re-actualized
Platonic and Aristotelian metaphysics, saw questions of ethics as questions about
human nature, and, in aWittgensteinian spirit, focused on the actual use of ‘thick’
value terms like ‘rude’ or ‘courage’where descriptive and prescriptive elements of
meaning just cannot be separated.

6 How von Wright and Dewey May Help Develop
Contextual Ethics in the Twenty-First Century

G.H. von Wright (1963) joined the pioneers in challenging the metaethical ortho-
doxy, but did so by focusing on the thinnest but most central of the ‘thin’ value
terms, namely ‘good’. Hiswork has been somewhat neglected, but I believe that his
attack on the idea of the autonomy of morals and on simplistic accounts of
goodness in general is highly relevant for contextual ethics today.9 Long before
Bernard Williams, he argued that there is no special moral sense of the word
‘good’. It is used in various contexts that could all be calledmoral, but that does not
mean there is a special moral sense of ‘good’, any more than the use of ‘good’with
reference to football involves a ‘football’ sense of ‘good’ (Williams 1985, 6). And
there could be no special ethical form of goodness or sense of ‘good’, either. The
language of morals is not a separate part of language: it suffuses language as a
whole.

I believe that von Wright’s analysis of different forms or varieties of goodness
can be further developed and generalized through a systematic study of the ways
in which ‘good’ is not just a ‘thin’ term, but an essentially incomplete term whose
meaning depends on logical links to certain special features of the context inwhich
it is used. Nothing is good in itself, but only in comparison with other things.

8 Their common background in Oxford during World War II has recently been interestingly
discussed by Rachael Wiseman on the site <www.womeninparenthesis.co.uk>. I am glad and
proud that Philippa Foot was one of the supervisors, and Mary Warnock one of the examiners, of
my DPhil thesis at Oxford.
9 See also Lassi Jakola’s excellent paper in this volume.
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Moreover, goodness presupposes that the world is dynamic rather than static. We
cannot answer the question ‘Is x good?’ unless we know not just what x is but what
sorts of activities x performs or contributes to.

This is a theme prominent in Dewey’s workmuch earlier in the century. Hewas
one who never accepted the metaethical orthodoxy. Like von Wright, he seems to
me to be unduly neglected by moral philosophers and of special interest for
contextual ethics. His adverbial account of truth (see e.g. Dewey 1982 (1920), ch. 7)
could be seen as pointing to an adverbial account of goodness in all its varieties as
well. Just as truth is a matter of what truly guides action, goodness is a matter of
what contributes to something being done well. Like questions of truth, questions
of goodness will remain insoluble as long as theory is strictly separated from
practice. In both cases everything depends on paying attention not to abstractions
but to how particular practical problems are solved.

Dewey also challenged the idea that there can be a single supreme good or a
single fundamental obligation in ethics. Ends are necessarily manifold, and there
is no a priori way of ranking them, nor any ethical high court or ultimate court of
appeal. This should not be taken as implying extreme situationism or an ethics
without principles. Deweywas a principled pragmatist whowanted problems to be
met with intelligence and imagination by inquiring carefully into life in all its
aspects while following tentative, provisional practical guidelines. He recognized
the complexity and openness of the choices we may have to make, so he would
have rejected the idea that there could be specialists in ethical questions as such, or
fixed ethical decision procedures.

He emphasized that the ethical element in social life is often concerned not so
much with the good and the right as with trying to fight, prevent, or repair the
bad, the evil and the wrong in all their many forms. There is a certain asymmetry
between positive and negative value judgments. Onemight say that the good and
the right are ontologically prior to the bad and the wrong, whereas the wrong and
the bad are epistemologically prior to the right and the good. If nothing were bad,
we would never notice that anything was good; Adam and Eve did not know that
their life was great until one day it was no longer all that great. The same
asymmetry characterizes the relationship between health and disease, peace and
war. I think that we can generally be more certain that something is bad than that
it is good. The negative judgment can be more definitive than the positive
because goodness can be eliminated by future events in a way that badness or
wrongness cannot. The ethical meets us in the form of problems that we must
solve as best we can, while knowing that our solution may well lead to further
problems. This openness to the future belongs to the nature of the ethical.

From a Deweyan point of view, there is nothing exceptional about ethics and
the ethical. Philosophical ethics should contribute to the broad study of human life
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as it is actually lived in the light of ideals and norms that will often conflict with
each other. Its contributions will overlap and blend with those of physiology,
psychology, sociology, anthropology, history, theology, law and many other dis-
ciplines. Yet it has a long academic history beginning with Aristotle, where several
traditions of thought have competed and left valuable insights towhich none of the
other disciplines have direct access. And there is nothing ontologically or episte-
mologically exceptional about the ideals and norms in human life that might be
called ethical, and nothing logically or semantically exceptional about the way we
think and talk about them either. This is not only a metaethical conclusion about
what ethics and the ethical is, but also a normative conclusion about how ethics
and the ethical ought to be understood.

If contextual ethics is about opening towards a multitude of different ap-
proaches in the writing of academic moral philosophy, then these conclusions
support it. Deweywas an educationalist, andhewaswell aware of the importance of
how moral philosophy is taught in universities and elsewhere. I follow him in
believing that those who insist on a sharp distinction between systematic and his-
torical approaches to philosophy have done great harm. Especially in ethics, I think
it is important to avoid a purely systematic approach that ignores its own place both
in the history of ethics and in the history of the ethical in its broadest sense.10
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